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PLUTA attorney Fritz Zanker
appointed provisional administrator
for automotive supplier Allgaier
21 June 2023 · Stuttgart · Business Area: Insolvency
Administration

The Local Court of Göppingen has ordered provisional
insolvency proceedings for the assets of Allgaier Werke
GmbH based in Uhingen in the federal state of Baden-
Württemberg. Mr Fritz Zanker from PLUTA Rechtsanwalts
GmbH was appointed provisional administrator on 20 June
2023. The automotive supplier continues to operate.

Attorney Mr Fritz Zanker and his PLUTA colleagues are
already on the ground. “We are in the process of gaining a
comprehensive overview of the current situation.
Operations continue to run and customers are being
supplied as usual,” said PLUTA restructuring expert Mr
Zanker.

Working together with management, the provisional
insolvency administrator will now hold talks with
customers and suppliers with the aim of stabilising and
maintaining business operations. The PLUTA team will also
arrange for the pre-financing of insolvency substitute
benefits, which will ensure that employee wages and
salaries are guaranteed for a period of three months.

The insolvency application filed applies to Allgaier Werke
GmbH, the group’s holding company, which has roughly 100
staff. However, insolvency applications will also be filed in
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the near future for its German subsidiaries – namely,
Allgaier Automotive GmbH, Allgaier Sachsen GmbH,
Allgaier Process Technology GmbH and Mogensen GmbH &
Co. KG.

The automotive supplier has a total workforce of around
1,600 people in Germany and approximately 2,000 on a
global scale. It has several subsidiaries and numerous
agencies worldwide. However, the foreign entities are not
involved in insolvency proceedings.

The reason for filing for insolvency is liquidity problems.
The PLUTA team will analyse the company’s financial
situation and all restructuring options over the coming
days and launch the process of finding an investor.

Automotive and process engineering expert

The Allgaier Group has established itself as a partner to the
international automotive industry and also develops
standardised and customised solutions for the process
engineering sector. The group’s operating business is
distributed across two divisions, Allgaier Automotive and
Allgaier Process Technology.

The Automotive division’s core competencies include body
and special tool making, press plant, the development,
testing and production of tank systems, and the car body
business. In this segment, Allgaier offers a broad spectrum
of expertise and decades of experience in the processing
of everything from aluminium and deep-drawing steels
through to high tensile steel products. Through its global
setting, with locations in the south and east of Germany as
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well as in France, Mexico and China, the division maintains
a great degree of flexibility as well as the same high quality
standards worldwide.

In its Process Technology division, the company has
comprehensive know-how in all aspects of process
engineering. With its global presence, this division
supplies both standardised and customised systems and
equipment for the industrial washing, drying, cooling,
screening and sorting of all types of bulk materials.
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